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passes the unavoidable knowledge that he is about
to perform. Dear Lady Maud leads him to a grand
piano, hovers a moment, fussing. Boris runs his
hand through his hair, moons at the reverent women,
and finally strikes the piano with quite surprising
hatred. Rachmaninoff! Brahms ! Quite good ;
but not better than they do it in any London music
school every day. At the final chord the nervous
hands fall from the keys, a pallor spreads over the
artist's face, and he subsides into a soft chair and
takes a cup of tea with the wan smile of an invalid.
In a corner a famous vaudeville magnate, cornered
by altruistic Lady Ffootie, lies gallantly :
*	Gorgeous ! *    ' Magnificent!'    e Oh, my dear,
what expression ! *   All this from the scented rustle !
You long to bleat, but this is one of those uncritical,
mesmeric moments when it is not worth while telling
the truth !
c Amazing fellow !9 you say quickly to every pair
of burning eyes you encounter.   Then :
c Hallo, Joan !'
*	Hallo !   What an awful young man !'
c How did you guess ?   Women never seem to
size up these things.5
 *	Oh, but don't we ?   My dear, he cornered me,
looked at me lusciously, and told me he never could
love any woman for more than twenty-four hours.9
 *	What did you throw at him ? '
 *	I inferred that he was generally flung out long
before his affection had time to develop.*
c Why do you come to these affairs ?*
c Who wouldn't back up dear Aunt Maud ?   If
she took up performing fleas and had them loose Pd
come ;  and so would you ! *
Then the face of the genius looms before you.
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